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Abstract. In this article we present a game engine
layer implemented above the Inform 7 interactive
fiction (IF) programming system that allows for the im-
plementation of massively multi-player on-line (MMO)
IF games. By using a multiagent system (MAS)
approach we show how interaction with dynamic
entities like other players, bots or non-player charac-
ters (NPCs) can be implemented in IF games allowing
for world synchronization over a network. Addition-
ally, we show a proof-of-concept game implemented
using the proposed engine and provide guidelines for
future research.
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1 Introduction
Computer games which have a textual user interface
and in which players interact with the game using text
commands are usually called interactive fiction (IF),
text adventures, gamebooks and even in some cases,
if an additional graphical interface is present, visual
novels (Gómez-Albarrán et al., 2021). Interactive fic-
tion games consist of narrative worlds often organized
in so called rooms which players can explore by us-
ing various commands. The term "room" here is quite
broadly defined and can encompass any type of space
an avatar can exist in, including but not limited to actual
rooms, houses, caves, open spaces, vehicles, physical
dimensions or even states of mind (Aikin, 2009). These
rooms are usually connected through doors which rep-
resent the gateways between spaces. "Doors" are again
very broadly defined and can include various pathways
like actual doors, streets, portals, staircases, time ma-
chines etc. A lot of IF games fall into the role-playing
game (RPG) genre, but there are exceptions.

On the other hand massively multi-player on-line
(MMO) games which allow for thousands and some-
times even hundreds of thousands players playing si-
multaneously, are an interesting contemporary phe-

nomenon due to the possible mutual interactions be-
tween players, especially in the form of organizing
their behaviour to perform certain game-related tasks
(Schatten, Okreša Ðurić, Tomičič, et al., 2017). Ad-
ditionally massively multi-player on-line role-playing
games (MMORPGs) which combine the massive mul-
tiplayer aspect with the RPG genre, provide us with
an opportunity to study the possibility for integrating
IF and MMO (Schatten, Okreša Ðurić, Tomičić, et al.,
2017). IF games in most cases fall into the RPG genre,
but there are exceptions.

In this paper we present an initial attempt on creat-
ing a game engine for MMO IF games. We base our
implementation upon Inform 71 IF which is a declar-
ative programming language for the development of
IF based on natural language. We have developed a
Python interface2 to the Glulxe IF interpreter in order
to be able to extend Inform 7 capabilities with various
artificial intelligence (AI) related methods. One appli-
cation example of this interface was using multiagent
system (MAS) inside IF games which has shown very
promising characteristics on which we will build upon
herein by introducing a game engine layer that allows
interaction and synchronization between players inside
the same narrative world.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: firstly
in section 2 we provide an overview of related work.
Afterwards in section 3 IF games are introduced and
described in more detail. In section 4 we give an in-
troduction to MMO games with a special focus on ele-
ments that can and should be part of IF games. In sec-
tion 5 we introduce our game engine layer for MMO IF
games and provide insights into implementation spe-
cific details. Then in section 6 we provide an example
MMO IF game and discuss other possibilities of imple-
mentation. In the end in section 7 we draw our conclu-
sions and give guidelines for future research.

1Available here: http://inform7.com/
2Available here: https://github.com/AILab-FOI/python-glulxe.
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2 Related Work

There are not many papers describing game engines
for MMO IF, and up to our best knowledge there are
none using an agent based approach in implementing
an MMO IF game engine.

For example, in (James Pita, November 2007) a per-
sistent system called True Story that has dynamically
generated and contextually linked quests is explored.
The implemented game tried to persuade the player to
be a maker of its own story by completing quests and
taking non-scripted paths trough a game, thus creating
a unique user experience. The quest generation engine
is based on a number of different constraints such as
memories (what the player character did in the past), at-
tributes (what an object is capable of), actions (what an
object can do), layer (relationships established between
objects) and proximity (area in which objects can in-
terfere). Using these constraints, the system generates
quests based on the player character’s values of each
constraint and state of the world. They achieve a sys-
tem that can generate numerous quests that are specific
for a player and its impact in the game environment.
Whilst the implemented game does have elements of
the RPG genre and IF, some elements like communi-
cation and interaction between players seem not to be
addressed and the game cannot be considered an actual
MMORPG since network play has been left for future
research.

The paper (Jane, 2014) examines the Twine3 plat-
form which is and open source platform for develop-
ing interactive fiction. The author compares games
made in Twine with mainstream games with focus
on what emotional experience can game produce in
player, and among other things, outlines the capability
of Twine for implementing multi-player games. One
of the first such games was Naked Shades4, which
was developed for the Ludum Dare gamejam in 2013.
Sadly, the game isn’t available any more, but never-
theless presents some interesting aspects of IF multi-
player games like how the narrative world is influenced
by previous and on-line players.

The authors in their article (Crawford and Chen,
2017) compare and analyze visual novels that use vir-
tual reality technology as part of storytelling and en-
hanced immersion into a story. As they conclude, good
graphics are needed for visual novels to be a good
game for using virtual reality; otherwise, the player
will not experience fully immersed in the story. While
the games mentioned in the article do not have MMO
elements, some important aspects of MMO IF games
are outlined like multi-linear storytelling and player in-
teraction.

3Available here https://twinery.org/
4Description available here http://ludumdare.com/compo/

ludum-dare-26/?action=preview&uid=23541

3 Interactive Fiction
IF games are usually adventure, RPG and other narra-
tive based games written in words in simple scenarios
in which players can create stories through interacting
with in game characters, items and the environment,
usually by issuing defined sets of commands in a tex-
tual interface (Buckles, 1985).

IF narrative worlds besides having "rooms" and
"doors" connecting them usually describe objects or
things that are placed in various rooms which can be
examined and interacted with. Such object can for ex-
ample be:

• non-player characters (NPCs) that the player can
communicate with,

• containers that might have other objects within,

• edibles that can be consumed,

• wearables that can be used as clothes or equipment,
etc.

As opposed to most computer games focused on
graphics, IF is focused on the story and narrative which
makes it an interesting and different medium similarly
as printed novels differ from movies. While some
authors consider it a literary genre (Ziegfeld, 1989)
other argue that due to the users interaction and other
game elements IF works are mostly computer games
(Hausknecht et al., 2020).

4 Massively Multiplayer On-line
Role Playing Games

Role-playing video or computer games (commonly re-
ferred to as only role-playing games or RPGs) are a
game genre in which the player controls the actions
of some protagonist (or potentially several party mem-
bers) in a world which is well defined (Collins and
Šabanović, 2021). A massively multi-player on-line
game (MMOG) is a (computer) game that supports
a great number of players playing on-line simultane-
ously causing or even fostering interaction among them
(Raith et al., 2021). Massively multi-player on-line
role playing games are thus a mixture of these two gen-
res allowing players to control the action of their pro-
tagonist (avatar) by interacting with a potentially large
user-base on-line (Biolcati et al., 2021).

The global market for MMO games is growing
rapidly with an estimate of 21.94 Bnein 2025 (The In-
sight Partners, 2021). While the economic importance
of MMORPGs is obvious, another aspect is of equal
importance: it allows us to investigate two aspects of
large-scale computing - (1) social interaction of (large
numbers of) players through a computing platform as
well as (2) the design and implementation large-scale
distributed artificial intelligence (in form of non-player
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Figure 1: Dependency graph of the implemented game engine layer (blue: Python modules; white: external tools)

characters – NPCs, mobs – various monsters to be
fought, as well as AI players – bots).

5 MMO-IF

In the following we shall layout our implementation of
the MMO IF game engine layer. The two main charac-
teristics of MMO that the proposed implementation at-
tempts to achieve are enabling communication between
players and notifying players when another player en-
ters the current room. Whilst these features are ba-
sic for MMO games, using them in an IF environment
which is limited to a text only interface, has its partic-
ularities.

The communication between players refers to the
ability to send a message either privately, to a single
player or broadcast to everyone. To make the experi-
ence of communication feel more natural, a restriction
has been put in place that allows players to send their
messages only to players that are located in the same
room as the player. To start any type of communica-
tion, it is required from a player to execute it by typing
in a special command (in our case the command has
to start with the @ symbol). The format is @player
message, where player must be a valid player user-
name to send the message directly, or everyone to
send it to everyone. Obviously, message refers to a
string (which might include white spaces) that is to be
previewed to the receiver. On the receiving side the
agents connected to the MMO server have to monitor

communication and react in case a message is sent to
the player in question.

The second implemented MMO characteristic re-
lates to notifying a player when another player en-
ters the current room. Contrary to the communica-
tion which must be executed by players themselves,
notifications about players entering the room are dis-
patched automatically, every time a player moves be-
tween rooms.

We have used a number of technologies to build the
described layer5. The primary technologies could be
narrowed down to Inform 7, Python, and the Extensible
Messaging and Presence Protocol (XMPP) through
the Smart Python Agent Development Environment
(SPADE)6 framework (Palanca et al., 2020). As the
idea is to develop the game engine layer on top of In-
form 7, a developer is not required to add any addi-
tional code to its IF game, but only to set up a room
structure (which is a usual requirement for IF games).
Figure 1 shows the various dependencies. The layer is
implemented in form of a MAS (Okreša Ðurić et al.,
2018) in which individual players are represented as
agents (game avatars) which are aware of their local
environment whilst to anticipate the actions of other
players in the game they communicate with a server
agents that synchronizes the global state of the game.

To process input or output to the IF game in order
to accommodate stated MMO characteristics, a Python

5The full code is vailable here: https://github.com/AILab-FOI/
MMO-IF

6Available here: https://spade-mas.readthedocs.io
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Figure 2: Architecture of interconnected game instances

interface has been put in place serving as a layer be-
tween a player and the game. By intercepting the
player’s input, the interface is used to check if the input
is in a format which would indicate that a player is at-
tempting to dispatch a message. On the other hand, by
intercepting the game output, the role of the interface
is to detect whether a player has changed rooms. On
each room change, the game returns an output saying
You entered [name] roomwhere name refers to the
name of the room. That way, by parsing the output, the
interface keeps track of the player’s location.

The XMPP facilitates the communication between
players. This is achieved by having a centralized server
agent that is aware of the active players and their loca-
tions. The two types of the XMPP messages that the
server reacts to are when a player changes the loca-
tion, and when a player wants to send a message. The
location change type of the XMPP message is signif-
icant as it is involved in the restriction logic that de-
fines who will be the receivers of a message that the
server dispatches. Furthermore, when the server re-
ceives this type of message, it sends a notification to all
players located in the same room as the sender, indicat-

ing what player changed its location. The other type of
the XMPP message relates to ability to exchange mes-
sages between players. On the server end, this includes
logic to determine who all shall be receivers of the mes-
sage. Eventually, the player agent accepts the XMPP
messages that the server dispatches, and shows them
accordingly in each player’s interface.

Figure 2 gives a visual description of how the de-
scribed system components are connected, as well as
how the communication is established.

6 Implementation Example
Below is a basic IF game developed in Inform 7 to sup-
port our MMO implementation.

"RoOms" by Tomislav Peharda
Release along with an interpreter.
Release along with a website.

When play begins:
say "You got into the roOm! Try

↪→ communicating with the
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↪→ other people in here with @
↪→ "

The yellow is a room. The description is
↪→ "You entered the yellow room.".

The blue is a room. It is east of the
↪→ yellow. The description is "You
↪→ entered the blue room.".

The green is a room. It is west of the
↪→ yellow. The description is "You
↪→ entered the green room.".

The red is a room. It is south of the
↪→ yellow. The description is "You
↪→ entered the the red room.".

The orange is a room. It is north of the
↪→ yellow. The description is "You
↪→ entered the orange room.".

When the IF game is started, a player is positioned
in one of the available rooms. In our example, there
are five rooms that a player can move between and all
of them are named by colors. By default, a player starts
in the yellow room. In each direction, there is a single
room available as shown on figure 3.

Figure 3: IF example game room structure

The proposed MMO-IF implementation can work
along with any Inform 7 game without any adjustments
needed. The only requirement that the game must ful-
fil is that the output format indicating room change also
remains unchanged (example: "You entered the yellow
room").

In this example we have chosen to showcase three
players, but an arbitrary number of players could join
the game having the adequate game interface. Below
are three blocks showing the output of each player.
The players and their corresponding output are in this
order tpeharda_agent_alpha, tpeharda_agent_beta, and
tpeharda_agent_omega. The output previews both the
use-cases, communication between players, and notifi-

cations when a player enters a room.

# tpeharda_agent_alpha
You entered the yellow room.

tpeharda_agent_beta has entered the
↪→ yellow room.

tpeharda_agent_omega has entered the
↪→ yellow room.

> go west
You entered the green room.

tpeharda_agent_beta has entered the green
↪→ room.

tpeharda_agent_omega has entered the
↪→ green room.

> @everyone hey everyone!

> @tpeharda_agent_beta hey beta!

# tpeharda_agent_beta
You entered the yellow room.

tpeharda_agent_omega has entered yellow
↪→ room.

> go west
You entered the green room.

tpeharda_agent_omega has entered the
↪→ green room.

tpeharda_agent_alpha said: hey everyone!
tpeharda_agent_alpha said: hey beta!

# tpeharda_agent_omega
You entered the yellow room.

> go west
You entered the green room.

tpeharda_agent_alpha said: hey everyone!

Player tpeharda_agent_alpha has joined the game
before everyone else hence it is notified when tpe-
harda_agent_beta and tpeharda_agent_omega joined
the same room. The player in question also dispatches
two messages, one directed to everyone with content
"hey everyone!", and another one directed precisely to
tpeharda_agent_beta with content "hey beta!". Thus,
the other two players receive a message depending if
they are the specified receiver.

7 Conclusion
In this paper we have provided a novel game engine
layer that introduces MMO to IF games using a MASs
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approach. It can be used in any existing IF game de-
veloped in Inform 7 without any (or sporadically mi-
nor) adjustments. We have provided an initial im-
plementation of a MMO IF game to test the imple-
mented layer by using the Inform 7 IF programming
language, Python to create an interface and particularly
SPADE for the implementation of agents. Whilst the
proof-of-concept game is simplistic, it shows a promis-
ing social interaction and user experience not usually
present in IF games. The MASs approach taken herein
allows us to implement numerous AI techniques in
modelling player interaction as outlined in (Schatten,
Okreša Ðurić, and Peharda, 2021).

In the current implementation only communication
and player presence are implemented, but there are
many other important features that should be addressed
mostly related to synchronization of the game state,
items and in game characters. Such and similar fea-
tures will be subject to our future research.
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